Airdome Instructions:
1) Roll
out
AirDome
frame flat on clean
surface to make the
shape of an X.
* The air release valves
located at the top of the frame
should be facing the ground

2) Place the cover on top
of the frame.

3) Each leg of your top
should have 2 straps
as shown in the photo

4) Begin by inserting
each strap into the clip
of each leg on the
frame and looping it
around to secure it.
*You will need to
repeat this step 2x
for each leg.

5) Once all the straps for
the top are tightened,
you will need to check
that each valve is
securely tightened
before inflating each
leg.
Note: The Black
valves are for adding
air pressure
The Red Valves are
to monitor the air
pressure inside the
leg. They release air
when you’ve inflated
the frame with too
much air
The Orange Valves
are the fast flow
valves which help
deflate the frame.

6) Locate the inflation
valve for each leg.
Then begin to inflate
them one at time.

7) Once you have
inflated 3 legs, you
can place your
AirDome up.

Awning Set Up Instructions:
Your awning items will be labeled and packaged each in an individual plastic bag.

1)

Begin by unfolding the awning tube
hardware.

2)

Zip the awning top unto the base
by locating the appropriate zipper
inserts. There are multiple Zipper
tracks so locate the correct one.

3)

Once you have zipped your awning
top onto the awning tube, begin to
inflate the tube.

Note: There is no pressure tube so be
careful not to overinflate.

4)

Once inflated, lean your awning on
top of the dome for support

5)

Locate the correct zipper track and
begin to zip your awning top onto
the AirDome top.

6)

Inflate the Extended Awning Arm

7) Once Inflated, locate the Velcro
patch on the AirDome Legs, located
on the top center.

8) Take the end of the Velcro of the
Extended Awning Arm and wedge it
to the center top of the AirDome.

9) Clip the other end of the Extended
Arm unto the Awning Tube to
secure in place.

10) Once in place, your extended arm
should provide support to lift the
awning in place.
For reference please refer to the
picture on the right.

Securing Your AirDome with a Rubber Weight

1) Locate your 30lb rubber weight
and weight strap with clip.

2) Carefully place your 30lb rubber
weight under the AirDome leg.

3) Take the loop end of the weight
strap and insert it through the
opening of the rubber weight.

4) Next, take the clip end of the strap
and insert it through the loop end
of the weight strap. Pull the clip
through to tighten around the
rubber weight.

5) Take the clip end of the weight strap
and secure to the center metal loop of
the AirDome Leg.

* The end product should look like the second
image.

Care Instructions
Do not over-inflate your AirDome: no more than 3psi and/or ALWAYS gage it by pressing in with your
finger approx. 1/8 of an inch.
Always try to use on a flat, free of debris surface and add a tarp to cover the ground
Do not use in extreme weather conditions (heavy rains, storms, hail storms, extreme temperatures). Be
careful with sharp objects which may damage the structure (metal wire, glass, tree branches, …)
Do not pinch, trap or walk on the tubes, when punctured the inner bladder must be repaired, or replaced.
Always secure your AirDome using the recommend manufacturer weights or stakes.
Wash with clean soapy water (avoid using corrosive substances)

